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The equation of state (EOS) in quartessene models interpolates between two stages: p ≃ 0 at
high energy densities and p ≈ −ρ at small ones. In the quartessene models analyzed up to now, the
EOS is onvex, implying inreasing adiabati sound speed (c2s) as the energy density dereases in an
expanding Universe. A non-negligible c2s at reent times is the soure of the matter power spetrum
problem that plagued all onvex (non-silent) quartessene models. Viability for these osmologies is
only possible in the limit of almost perfet mimiry to ΛCDM. In this work we investigate if similarity
to ΛCDM is also required in the lass of quartessene models whose EOS hanges onavity as the
Universe evolves. We fous our analysis in the simple ase in whih the EOS has a step-like shape,
suh that at very early times p ≃ 0, and at late times p ≃ const < 0. For this lass of models a
non-negligible c2s is a transient phenomenon, and ould be relevant only at a more early epoh. We
show that agreement with a large set of osmologial data requires that the transition between these
two asymptoti states would have ourred at high redshift (zt & 38). This leads us to onjeture
that the osmi expansion history of any suessful non-silent quartessene is (pratially) idential
to the ΛCDM one.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the urrent standard osmologial model, two unknown omponents govern the dynamis of the Universe: dark
matter (DM), responsible for struture formation, and dark energy (DE), that drives osmi aeleration. Reently,
an alternative point of view has started to attrat onsiderable interest. Aording to it, DM and DE are simply
dierent manifestations of a single unifying dark-matter/energy (UDM) omponent. Sine it is assumed that there is
only one dark omponent in the Universe, besides ordinary matter, photons and neutrinos, UDM is also referred to
as quartessene [1℄.
A prototype andidate for suh uniation is the quartessene Chaplygin model (QCM) [2℄. Although this model is
ompatible with the bakground data [3℄, problems appear when one onsiders (adiabati) perturbations. For instane,
the CMB anisotropy is strongly suppressed when ompared with the ΛCDM model [4℄. Further, it was shown that the
matter power spetrum presents osillations and instabilities that redue the parameter spae of the model to a region
very lose to the ΛCDM limit [5℄. However, these osillations and instabilities in the matter power spetrum and the
CMB onstraints an be irumvented by assuming silent perturbations [6, 7℄, i.e., intrinsi entropy perturbations
with a spei initial ondition (δp = 0). In fat, silent perturbations solve the matter power spetrum problem for
more generi quartessene [8℄. Eorts to solve the mater power spetrum problem have also been put forward in [9℄
and [10℄. However, we understand that these works are not, stritly speaking, quartessene. In fat, [9℄ introdues
what seems to be a partiular splitting of the Chaplygin model. It is a two omponent system although only one
omponent is perturbed. A way to implement silent perturbations is presented in [10℄, but they use additional elds
that an be interpreted as new matter omponents.
In this work we present a possible alternative to solve the above mentioned problems in the ontext of the more
standard adiabati perturbations senario. We shall disuss a model in whih the quartessene EOS hanged its
onavity in some instant in the past. We fous our investigation on models with a step-like shape EOS. We show
that, in order to be in aordane with observations, the EOS onavity hange would have ourred at high redshifts.
Similarly to what happens in the Chaplygin ase, observations onstrain one of the parameters of the model to suh
a low value that, at least at zero and rst orders, the step-like model annot be observationally distinguished from
the ΛCDM model.
II. A NEW TYPE OF QUARTESSENCE
In the quartessene models expliitly analyzed up to now, the EOS is onvex, i.e., is suh that
d2p
dρ2
=
dc2s
dρ
< 0. (1)
2Stability for adiabati perturbations and adiabati sound speed less than c imply
0 ≤ c2s ≤ 1. (2)
Condition (2) and the fat that p < 0 immediately implies the existene of a minimum energy density ρmin, one the
energy onservation equation is used. This is a generi result for any unoupled uid model in whih w = w (ρ). It
implies that the p = −ρ line annot be rossed and that in any suh a quartessene model the minimum value of the
EOS parameter is wmin = −1. The onvexity ondition (1) implies that c
2
s max ours at ρ = ρmin. This last result is
only a onsequene of the onvexity of the EOS. In this ase, the epoh of aelerated expansion is also a period of
high adiabati sound speed, ausing the osillations and suppressions in the power spetrum. However, this property
is not mandatory for quartessene. Models with onavity hanging equations of state may have c2s negligibly small
at ρ ≃ ρmin. As we shall show, it is possible to build models in whih a non-negligible c
2
s is a transient phenomenon
and relevant only at a very early epoh, suh that only perturbations with relatively large wave numbers (outside the
range of urrent linear power spetrum measurements) are aeted.
The step-like quartessene, given by a sigmoid, is an example of UDM with onavity hanging EOS (see gure 1,
left panel),
p = −M4
{
1
1 + exp
[
β
(
ρ
M4 −
1
σ
)]
}
. (3)
For this model, the adiabati sound speed has the following expression,
c2s = β
exp
[
β
(
ρ
M4 −
1
σ
)]
{
1 + exp
[
β
(
ρ
M4 −
1
σ
)]}2 . (4)
There are three free parameters in the model. The parameter M is related to the minimum value of the energy
density, i.e., the value of ρ when the asymptoti EOS, pmin = −ρmin, is reahed. The parameter σ is related to the
value of the energy density at the transition from the p ≃ 0 regime to the p ≃ −M4 one (ρtrans = M
4/σ ). Notie
that if σ ≪ 1, the transition takes plae well before the minimum density is reahed. The parameter β ontrols the
maximum sound veloity c2smax as well as the redshift width of the transition region (higher values of β implying
faster transitions). For the sigmoid EOS the maximum adiabati sound speed is given by c2s max = β/4, and therefore
we require 0 ≤ β ≤ 4.
In the present model, the ΛCDM limit is not neessarily assoiated with the maximum sound speed, in ontrast
to what is found in the onvex EOS ase. The ΛCDM limit is reahed when σ → 0, whih implies p = −ρ = −M4.
Another possibility is to take β → 0. In this ase c2s max → 0 and we also have a ΛCDM limit, but now with
p = −ρ = −M4/2. Sine β strongly aets the redshift width of the transition, these two limits have dierent
harateristis. The ase of a nonvanishing β ≪ 1 has a drasti eet on the matter power spetrum. In fat,
although the maximum sound speed will be small, it will be non negligible during a long redshift range and/or time,
pratially ruling out these models.
We note that a step-like quartessene may be represented by the more generi expression,
p = M4f
[
β
(
ρ
M4
−
1
σ
)]
, (5)
where f is a step-like funtion, with f(+∞) = 0 and f(−∞) = −1. The maximum adiabati sound speed is
c2s max = βf
′
max. For σ ≪ 1, pmin = −M
4
.
III. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
The zeroth order quantities (suh as the luminosity and angular diameter distanes), depend only on integrals of
the Hubble parameter. Therefore, they are not very sensitive to loal features of the funtion ρ (a). In partiular,
they should not depend on the spei form of the transition from p = 0 to p = −M4. For example, for small
values of σ, the observational data (from SNIa, for instane) onstrains only M4 and not σ nor β. Thus we expet
the bakground observational onstraints to be highly degenerate for small σ (σ . 0.1). Further, as will be shown,
rst order tests, suh as osmi mirowave bakground utuations or large-sale struture data, onstrain the value
of σ to be very small (σ ≪ 1). Therefore, a real step funtion is a good model independent approximation for the
bakground evolution in the type of quartessene we are dealing with in this paper.
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Figure 1: left panel: pressure (p) as a funtion of the energy density (ρ) for the sigmoid EOS. Also shown is the p = −ρ line.
right panel: typial behavior of the EOS parameter (w) and the adiabati sound speed (c2s) as a funtion of the redshift (z).
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Figure 2: Constant ondene ontours (68% and 95%) in the (M4/ρ0, arctan σ) plane allowed by SNeIa (left panel) and X-ray
galaxy lusters (right panel).
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Figure 3: Constant ondene ontours (68% and 95%) in the (M4/ρ0, σ) plane allowed by CMB (WMAP) (left panel) and
matter power spetrum (SDSS) [14℄ (right panel).
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Figure 4: 68% and 95% in the (M4/ρ0, σ) plane for the ombined analisys SNIa + galaxy lusters + matter power spetrum
+ CMB.
In the following we derive onstraints on the parameters σ and M4/ρ0 from four data sets: SNIa, X-ray luster gas
mass fration, galaxy power spetrum and CMB utuations. Here, ρ0 is the present value of the quartessene energy
density. For the sake of simpliity, in our omputations we xed the parameter β to the intermediary value β = 2. We
remark that, for small values of σ, −M4/ρ0 ≃ w0, where w0 is the present equation of state parameter. It is worth
pointing out that w0 should not be ompared to the usual dark energy EOS wDE but with weff ≡ wtotΩtot. In a at
Universe and negleting the small amount of baryons weff ≡ wDEΩDE . Values around M
4/ρ0 ≈ 0.7 are therefore to
be expeted.
In our SNIa analysis we use the gold data set of Riess et al. [11℄. To determine the likelihood of the parameters we
follow the same proedure desribed in [7℄ assuming at priors when marginalizing over the baryon density parameter
Ωb0h
2
and Hubble parameter h. For the galaxy luster analysis, we use the Chandra measurements of the X-ray
gas mass fration data from Allen et al. [12℄. Again, we follow the same proedure desribed in [7℄ to determine
ondene region of the parameters of the model. We rst marginalize analytially over the bias b, using a Gaussian
prior with b = 0.824± 0.089 and then, as in the SNIa analysis, we marginalize over Ωb0h
2
and h assuming at priors.
In gure 2 we show onstant 68% and 95% ondene levels ontours on the parameters M4/ρ0 and σ for SNIa and
X-ray galaxy lusters. From the gure it is lear that, as expeted, bakground tests impose only weak onstraints
on the parameter σ.
In order to obtain onstraints on M4/ρ0 and σ from CMB data [13℄ we follow the proedure desribed in [7℄, xing
TCMB = 2.726K, YHe = 0.24 and Nν = 3.04, and marginalizing over the other parameters, namely, Ωb0h
2
, h, the
spetral index ns, the optial depth τ and the normalization N . In gure 3 (left panel) we show the ondene region
on the parameters for CMB. Note that σ plays a deisive role in the evolution of perturbations; now the data onstrain
this parameter to be σ . 3× 10−3.
We next onsider the matter power spetrum, omparing the baryon spetrum with data from SDSS [14℄. To
ompute the likelihood, we used a version of the ode provided by M. Tegmark [15℄, utting at k = 0.20 hMp−1 (19
bands) and marginalizing over Ωb0h
2
, h, ns and the amplitude. In gure 3 (right panel) we show the 68% and 95%
ondene levels on σ and M4/ρ0 from the SDSS power spetrum. This is the most restritive test we have onsidered
in this work, implying that σ . 7× 10−5.
In gure 4 we display the onstant (68% and 95%) ontours for the ombined analysis SNIa + X-ray galaxy lusters
+ matter power spetrum + CMB data. Our nal result (95%) is 0.68 . M4/ρ0 . 0.78 and 0 < σ . 4 × 10
−5
. It is
straightforward to show that the transition redshift from a pressureless epoh to a onstant negative pressure period
is given by zt ≃ [(M
4/ρ0)(1 − σ)/((1 −M
4/ρ0)σ)]
1/3
. Therefore, assuming M4/ρ0 ∼ 0.7 and sine σ . 4× 10
−5
the
transition from p = 0 to p = −M4 would have ourred at zt & 38.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented a new adiabati quartessene model haraterized by a hange of onavity in the EOS.
We obtained the onstraints on the model parameters from SNIa, X-ray gas mass fration in galaxy lusters, CMB
5and matter power spetra and showed that the model is viable if σ . 4 × 10−5. The redshift of the transition from
the regime p ≃ 0 to p ≃ const. < 0 is, therefore, zt & 38. On the other hand, the inlusion of matter power spetrum
data for smaller sales (k & 0.2 h Mp−1) ould impose stronger onstraints upon σ pushing the minimum redshift
of the transition to higher values. We heked that this is, in fat, the ase by onsidering data from the matter
power spetrum from the Lyman-alpha forest [17℄. However, sine there are still systemati unertainties in this data
we did not inlude them in our analysis. Although dierenes between quartessene models and ΛCDM may exist
in the nonlinear regime [16℄, the results of the present work, in ombination with the results of [5℄ and [7℄, indiate
that, at zero and rst orders, any (onvex or not) suessful adiabati quartessene model annot be observationally
distinguished from ΛCDM.
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